Yawn…

When all is said and done, cyber security
is a pretty tedious topic. It’s all vulnerabilities,
phishing scams, monitoring and number of
breaches this year. Yawn.
That is, until it happens to you.
Then it gets interesting.
Really interesting.

While there’s plenty of noise about cyber threats, and what businesses can do
to prevent a breach, you don’t hear as much about the real-life companies
that have experienced a breach and how it happened.
Until now. We’ve rifled through the case book of companies we’ve helped and
come up with a selection of recent breach examples, accompanied by details
of the measures and controls that could have prevented them.
So sit back, relax and thank your lucky stars it wasn’t you. This time.
Names have been changed to protect the innocent…

BREACH: EXHIBIT A

The Hit
and Run

It’s everyone’s favourite day of the month - pay day!
Except not one of Company A’s employees had actually
received their pay. Not a penny.
Upon investigation, it was discovered that the bank details
of every single employee (all 126 of them) had been changed,
and their salaries paid directly into what looked like legitimate
UK bank accounts – just not those of their actual employees.
A total of just over £365,000 was stolen.
The norm. forensic team traced the hack back to an email which
was sent to a shared finance inbox asking the company to update
its Sage Online details. Sending phishing emails to a shared
mailbox is a common tactic used by hackers, as the greater
the number of users with access, the higher the chances that
someone will be caught out.
The email linked to a spoofed Sage Online webpage, where one
of the finance team had entered the credentials for the company
account and “verified” other information. In this particular
organisation, pay day was on the 25th of the month. On the
24th, the hacker had logged in and changed the bank details
of every employee.

In this case, the company in question did not have cyber
insurance, and the funds were never recovered.

BREACH: EXHIBIT B

The
Imposter
Similar to Company A, our second breach features
an attack that begins with an email to a shared finance
inbox. However, in this case our hackers chose to cash
in on this organisation’s customers rather than it’s
employees, and they bided their time in order to do it.

This allowed the hacker to access the finance mailbox and
read communications between the organisation and its customers.
The hackers then proceeded to contact customers to remind them of
upcoming payments and chase those which were overdue. They set
up covert rules within the inbox which redirected the replies into a
hidden folder, and deleted their own emails from the sent items folder.

The breach was discovered when credit controllers from
Company B contacted customers to chase overdue payments.
And the customers in question claimed that the invoices had
already been paid. Upon digging deeper, it turned out that the
customers had indeed paid their invoices – to completely
different UK bank accounts.

After a few email exchanges, the hackers then made their move and
sent the customers in question updated bank details for their payments.
The hackers managed to pull this scam with seven customers before it
was discovered, scooping over £44,000.

Our investigation revealed that the email had been sent to a
shared finance inbox with a link to access an invoice. That link
asked the unsuspecting user to re-authenticate into what looked
like their Office 365 environment. When the user entered their
details, the site harvested their credentials.

BREACH: EXHIBIT C

The
Concealed
Weapon

On this occasion, the organisation did have a cyber
insurance policy and was able to recover just under
50% of its direct losses. However, the indirect cost
of such an incident – namely the damage to the
organisation’s reputation - is impossible to calculate.

USB drops are a relatively common type of cyber-attack.
A user finds a USB key, and instead of handing it
in to the IT team they decide to insert it into their
machine to find out what it is. A file with an enticing
name like “employee salaries” or “pay increases”
is hard to resist, and many users will click out of
natural curiosity.
In a variation of this theme, our next case features a USB charging
cable. Seems innocuous enough, right? Wrong. This particular cable
was weaponised – it contained a custom chipset that was hardcoded
to directly access the command and control (C2) server controlled by
a nearby cyber attacker.
The infected laptop, belonging to an employee of Company C, was
then instructed to carry out commands from the attacker’s C2 server
and install additional software. This included scraping password and
wireless details from the machine which were sent back to the server,
as well as allowing the attacker to leapfrog onto the rest of the network.
In this instance, the party behind the attack played it cool. Instead of
stealing a large amount of money in one hit before disappearing, they
took smaller amounts from different corporate bank accounts over a
period of two months. The subsequent investigation revealed that they
also stole sensitive documents – including personal customer data and
account details – which were then advertised for sale on the dark web.

Once again, the direct financial costs pale into
comparison compared to the loss of reputation
and trust amongst customers and suppliers.
The £232,529 taken from the company’s bank
accounts, and £128,000 fine from the ICO, are
nowhere near as damaging as the customers
who took their business elsewhere after the
hack was disclosed.

BREACH: EXHIBIT D

The
Hold Up
Despite a recent decline, ransomware remains
a serious threat. Just ask the HR manager of
a midsize insurance company in the UK –
Company D in our case files. We’ll call him Bob.
The hacker in this case did their homework, and found
that the company was currently hiring for a number of
positions. They then sent an email masquerading as
an application for one of the advertised roles, with photo
and CV attached. When Bob clicked on the pdf claiming
to be a CV, a Windows User Access Control warning
appeared telling him that the file would make changes
to his computer. And he clicked on it.

Bob’s computer then rebooted, and the standard Windows CHKDSK
screen appeared. Swiftly followed by a message demanding a $300
Bitcoin payment in order to decrypt the hard drive and release the
files. Those who know a bit about ransomware will probably recognise
the hallmarks of Petya, a piece of malware that infected hundreds of
thousands of computers worldwide.

Company D paid the ransom – after all, what’s
$300 compared with the value of the files on Bob’s machine?
This is a common tactic for the perpetrators of ransomware,
asking for an amount that is very small in comparison to the
potential consequences of losing valuable data.

BREACH: EXHIBIT E

The
Inside Job
A disgruntled employee represents one of the most serious
threats to an organisation. When that employee just happens
to be the soon-to-be-ex IT Director, the potential ramifications
are significant. In this case, the organisation in question had
followed best practices and removed all access rights on the
day that the IT director left, and had already set up their
systems to ensure that the domain admin account could not
be accessed remotely.
As a domain admin, the ex-employee in question was able to
change the settings on the domain admin account, undetected,
before he was due to leave the business. Upon leaving the business
the now ex-IT Director logged in from his home internet connection
as an administrator, initially masking his identity, and proceeded
to selectively turn off critical systems. Initially, the attempt was
thwarted due to the fact that the systems in question were being
monitored by basic server availability monitoring, which alerted
Company E to what was thought to be a server failure.

Two weeks later, a similar attempt was made, this time to delete
all email data. Only when an employee who was working late found
that the data was unavailable was the alarm raised and the more sinister
plot uncovered. Upon investigation, it was discovered that the systems
has been accessed from the ex-IT Director’s home address. He was
duly prosecuted and convicted in court.
The business in question was lucky, it had no security monitoring
in place, just basic server and network availability monitoring.
If the employee, who only happened to be working late by chance,
had not queried why he couldn’t access the data at the time of
the second attack, the company would have lost all of its email.
It had backups, but restoring an entire exchange platform with
multiple archive stores takes time and would have caused significant
business disruption. Moreover, the time taken and resources involved
in bringing the case to court were significant, despite that fact that the
evidence was more than compelling.

Without any security or traffic monitoring in place, had the
perpetrator not have been caught, they could have done
further damage in the future as they sat undetected with
full admin access to the systems and data.

How could these breaches
have been prevented?
A defence in-depth cyber security strategy will prevent the vast majority of known and
unknown cyber threats. Traditionally, this would require ongoing investments in point
cyber security solutions which then need to be integrated and managed by a team of
highly skilled experts, in addition to ongoing user awareness initiatives.
Below is a selection of the cyber security measures an organisation would need to
defend against the attacks highlighted above.
Cyber Safety and Phishing Training.
Educating users to recognise suspicious
emails and other cyber threats as part
of an ongoing program is one of the
most effective ways of protecting your
organisation from a cyber-attack.
Email Threat Protection.
Capable of identifying suspicious links
and other indicators of compromise (IOC)
such as text analysis and commonality
with other email attacks.
Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR).
Recognises illegitimate websites
as users try to access them from
their device and prevents users from
downloading malicious files and installing
unauthorised applications and hardware.
EDR also assists with investigating cyber
security incidents as it continuously
monitors and records endpoint activity.

Network, Server and Cloud
Threat Detection & Response.
Provides 24x7 monitoring of network,
server, and cloud infrastructure and
services. Identifies suspicious activity
and ensures that there is no-one sitting
in an environment that shouldn’t be there.
Using global threat intelligence databases,
coupled with real-time event correlation
and analysis, potential incidents can be
identified before they have the chance to
cause any damage.
Vulnerability and Patch Management.
Performs regular scans of your corporate
network infrastructure, endpoint devices
and web applications to identify and
patch vulnerabilities.

For most organisations, cyber security is a costly
and constant exercise. Often, only those with deep
pockets can afford the levels of investment required
in terms of technology, people and processes.
Worse still, cyber security is a distraction from
the goals of a business – to attract and retain
customers, grow market share and increase
profitability. Let’s face it, cyber security is an
unwanted and expensive worry that the Board
simply doesn’t need. It’s also pretty Dull.
Cyber Security as a Service is a relatively new offering
which brings together the best security technologies
on the market, combines them with education and
awareness, and helps organisations to achieve
industry recognised security standards such as
Cyber Essentials and ISO 27001. It also provides
regular, plain-speaking reporting which only gives
you the information you need to be sure that your
organisation is protected. It delivers the headlines
and prevents the headaches.
All for one predictable and affordable monthly cost.
To keep it simple and avoid the distractingly dull,
contact the team at norm. today.

Been breached?

For immediate support, email help@normcyber.com or call 020 3855 5303

Want more detail about our CSaaS offering?
Email us on info@normcyber.com or give us a call on +44 (0) 333 101 4399.
To register for the norm. CSIRT service, email CSIRT@normcyber.com
or call us on +44 (0)20 385 55242.
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*We make these issues toast.

